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A WORD FROM BROTHER DAVID

Serving others in the
Franciscan Tradition,
Poverello House
provides daytime hospitality for the homeless that
includes opportunity for
breakfast, lunch, laundry
and showers as well as
clothing .

Thanks be to God, Poverello House in Tucson has been opened
for a year and a half now. For those of us who have been journeying along, it is humbling to see how God has blessed our efforts is so many ways.
We have dedicated volunteers who help staff the house, or help
prepare a meal; we have a dedicated Advisory Board that meets
monthly; 91 year old Fr. Camillus celebrates an occasional mass
for our volunteers and guests; Gary keeps providing many of the meals; Carl oversees
our guests and the needs of the house; we get regular food donations; Caridad provides
a sack lunch to each of our guests; we get a refrigerator donated and then a washing
machine. In the midst of this, we have about a dozen homeless men, sixty a week, who
are able to enjoy the "oasis day off of the street" in homelike Poverello House.
We do have bills to pay (rent is $1100 a month), but we also receive many direct donations that help us hold down our costs. So thank you for your prayers and donations.
Please know we appreciate your gifts that help us keep our doors open in these difficult
economic times, for so many. You are in our prayers.
Yours in Christ and Francis,
David Buer, ofm

POVERELLO HOUSE — A NAME WITH

A RICH TRADITION

Eight hundred years ago in the Umbrian Valley north of Rome, wandered Francis
Bernadone and a small group of rag tag brothers of penance. At first, the local population
looked with scorn at these young men from Assisi, who gave up wealth and prestigious
future careers to follow Francis.
But overtime, the brothers won over the hearts of many as they tended to the needs of the
lepers and led lives of solidarity with the poor with humility and joy. When villagers saw
Francis and his brothers walking toward them, they would say: “here comes ‘Il Poverello’
(the little poor man).
Over the centuries “Poverello” has been a name used in ministries with the poor in the
Franciscan tradition. Poverello House in Tucson stands proudly in that tradition.

Spring comes to the Poverello House yard. Thanks to Carl’s green thumb
and the gray water generated by the clothes washer.
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POVERELLO VOLUNTEERS BRING HELPING HANDS AND HAPPY SMILES

Silvia

Molly and Edna

Dear Friends,
Thank you. Thank you for all your compassion
and understanding in regard to the mess my life
is in at the moment. Without this sanctuary, I
would be with outany sense of being a human
being within society. I come here for eight hours
once a week and am able to converse with kind
intelligent people who do not look at me as a beggar or bum, but as a friend. This is priceless to
me. Coming to Poverello allows me to get real
rest that I can never get on the street. It helps
me to get my strength back for the long week
ahead until I can return the next week. The
shower and the clean clothes are a godsend.
Gary’s cooking is top notch. No one makes a better road kill stew. (just joking!) Carl has transformed the grounds into an atmosphere of
home—home that you are happy to be in even if
just for a day. Bless the volunteers that take time
out of their lives and funds out of their pockets.
Bless Gary and Carl for their hard work and
dedication to making Poverello a place we can be
proud to come to.
A very grateful weekly guest.

Gary and Merribelle

Karen

Dear Friends at Poverello,
I want to say a warm, heartfelt thank you to all at
Poverello House for allowing me a place to come to
so I can keep a neat appearance while I work to
start a business and get back on my feet. At
Poverello, I get a good hot shower, decent clothing
from the donations, a razor, and the hot meals are
a plus also. I’ve overheard about some of the expenses of running such a place and realize it is a
costly venture. When it comes to helping so many
people to get back into the “mainstream” of life the
value of such a place outweighs the costs incurred.
I only hope it can keep running for the many people in need of it. My sincerest thanks and God
bless all who support Poverello House.
A Saturday Guest

PARTNERS IN SERVICE

Most Holy Trinity parishioners, Edna and
Tom, regular volunteers at Poverello, prepare Sunday lunch.

Again and again the scriptures urge us to reach out in love and service to the
widow, the orphan—in a nut shell, for those who need help to survive, for those
who have no voice to effect a change in the societal structures that keep them
oppressed. A number of the folks who are members of Most Holy Trinity Parish
on the west side of Tucson have responded to this call through their volunteer
work at Poverello House. Some volunteer as staff and often provide lunch. Others serve on the advisory board. Frequent trips to Cosco to buy supplies is the
contribution of another member of the parish, Fluffy dry towels are available for
the many guests who take showers thanks to another parish volunteer who picks
up the washed towels to dry them at her home. This call to service is both individual and communal. Fr. Bill Remmel, pastor of Most Holy Trinity reflecting
on the work of parishioners at Poverello noted: “One of the most important
values to our parish lies in the fellowship and the community that comes from
doing these things together. We grow stronger as a community as we struggle
together to live the demands found in the 25th chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel,
and the awareness of how much more we can do as a community than as individuals, is itself a blessing.”
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WELCOME CARL AND ROSIE
Those who have visited Poverello House lately have
probably meet two of its newest residents, house manager Carl Zawatski and his faithful canine friend, Rosie.
What follows is a brief biography in Carl's own words as
shared with volunteer, Julia Ramos.
I was born in Wilkes-Barre, PA of Polish ancestry. I
attended St. Stanislaus Kostka Catholic School through
the eighth grade. The first ten years of my life I lived
with my mother. Mom was never really around much.
But. God had other plans and I went to live with my
Dad when I was ten years old. He and his wife were the
ones who really raised me. They were devout Catholics
and introduced me to the Church, which I really love.
At seventeen, I joined the Navy and served on the
U.S.S. Nimitz and worked on the flight deck. While
working on the flight deck, I was almost killed and
needless to say that was a traumatic experience in my
life.

Carl and Rosie

When I was honorably discharged from the Navy in 1977, I moved to Las Vegas and began a career in
bartending that lasted twenty years. I worked all over the country - from Las Vegas, to New York, to Miami and all points in between.
I've been in Tucson for approximately fifteen months. In September, 2009, I went on retreat and in between lectures, I spoke to the Retreat Master. I told him I wanted to deepen my spiritual life. The Retreat
Master was a retired Lutheran Minister who had worked with the homeless. He had worked in Las Vegas.
That was how I met Brother David Buer. Br. David asked to meet with me on Oct. 8th, 2009. He gave me
a brief description of what he was looking for in a manager for the Poverello House. I told Br. David there
was one problem and that was my dog, ROSIE. I told him "I go nowhere without my dog!" Br. David said
"well bring her by and we'll see how she works out". The rest is history.
I find at the Poverello House that I am part of a community of faith.. It goes one step beyond, "faith
without works is dead" and if you want to put your faith to work come to the Poverello House. My day begins and ends with scripture and when I come across a reading such as Matthew 25 or something similar, I
am grateful that I do what I do because I sleep better at night.
A very close friend tells me, on a daily basis," the main point of life is to stay close to the Lord, do his
work well and he'll provide the rest"; by doing that and all that entails, I believe some healing has begun in
my life. My twenty-four year old daughter, whom I had not seen since 2003 and her two children, whom I
had never met, came for a ten day visit. The Poverello family and some of my friends hosted a wonderful
dinner for them. This place is truly holy ground. I had a wonderful time with her and my grandchildren
and we will be getting together again!
I am a recovering alcoholic - humility and service are essentials in my live; without them, there is no
sobriety. My job abounds in service but I don't do well when it comes to humility. But by the examples of
my faith family at Poverello, the interactions with Br. David, meeting people like Fr. Camillus, who celebrates mass here, I don't have to look far to see humility at work.

Praise and bless my Lord and give Him thanks, And serve Him with great humility.
Saint Francis of Assisi
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BREAKFAST ANYONE?

Gary

Guests arriving at Poverello House are greeted by Gary’s welcoming smile and the smell of a home cooked
breakfast. A typical breakfast menu cooked by Gary on the days the house is open includes eggs, potatoes, and
southern white gravy along with rolls or toast and an endless cup of coffee—a hearty and delicious start for a
relaxing day.

“ A gospel that does not
unsettle, a word of God that
doesn’t get under anyone’s
skin,
A word of God that doesn’t
touch the real sin of the
society in which it is being
proclaimed, what gospel is
that?”
Archbishop Oscar Romero

DO YOU WANT TO HELP ?
In the summer months when temperatures sore in Tucson,
cooling centers will again be open to provide a place for those
on the street to find shelter from the sun. The cooling centers
will be open five days a week from noon until 4:30pm.
Water, cold drinks, and bag lunches provided by Caridad
will be available for those who come in.. If you are interested in helping as staff at a the cooling center, call Br.
David at 314-803-6735.

POTENTIAL GRANTS ?
If you are aware of potential grantees or would like to spend
time researching and writing grant proposals for the support
of Poverello, please let Br. David know. He can be reached at
the number listed above.

Poverello House costs about $3000 a month to operate. Any donation that you can contribute will be put right
to use to help pay for our rent, utilities, supplies and food. We also could use volunteers to be present during the
days we are open. [Wed. thru Sun. from 8 AM to 4 PM] or to bring in lunch. Please use the enclosed envelope to
make a tax-exempt donation or let us know how you'd like to help.
Please make checks payable to Poverello House Thank you.

Poverello House, P. O. Box 50782, Tucson, AZ 85703.

